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Given a system of polynomial equations and inequations with coefficients in the
field of rational numbers, we show how to compute a geometric resolution of the
set of common roots of the system over the field of complex numbers. A geometric
resolution consists of a primitive element of the algebraic extension defined by the
set of roots, its minimal polynomial, and the parametrizations of the coordinates.
Such a representation of the solutions has a long history which goes back to
Leopold Kronecker and has been revisited many times in computer algebra. We
introduce a new generation of probabilistic algorithms where all the computations
use only univariate or bivariate polynomials. We give a new codification of the set
of solutions of a positive dimensional algebraic variety relying on a new global
version of Newton’s iterator. Roughly speaking the complexity of our algorithm is
polynomial in some kind of degree of the system, in its height, and linear in the
complexity of evaluation of the system. We present our implementation in the
Magma system which is called Kronecker in homage to his method for solving
systems of polynomial equations. We show that the theoretical complexity of our
algorithm is well reflected in practice and we exhibit some cases for which our
program is more efficient than the other available software.  2001 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
We are interested in solving systems of polynomial equations, possibly
including inequations. Let f1 , ..., fn and g be polynomials in Q[x1 , ..., xn]
such that the system f1= } } } = fn=0 with g{0 has only a finite set of
solutions over the field C of complex numbers. We show how to compute
a representation of this set in the form
x1 = v1(T ),
q(T )=0, { b (1)xn = vn(T ),
where q is a univariate polynomial with coefficients in Q and the vi ,
1in, are univariate rational functions with coefficients in Q.
Let us sketch our algorithm, which is incremental in the number of
equations to be solved. At step i we have a resolution
xn&i+1 = vn&i+1(T )
q(T )=0, { b (2)xn = vn(T ),
of the solution set of
f1= } } } = f i=0, g{0, x1=a1 , ..., xn&i=an&i ,
where q is a univariate polynomial over Q, the vj are univariate rational
functions over Q and the aj are chosen generic enough in Q. The variable
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T represents a linear form separating the solutions of the system: the linear
form takes different values when evaluated on two different points that are
solution of the system. From there, two elementary steps are performed.
The first step is a NewtonHensel lifting of the variable xn&i in order to
obtain a geometric resolution
xn&i+1 = Vn&i+1(xn&i , T ),
Q(xn&i , T )=0, { b (3)xn = Vn(xn&i , T ),
of the 1-dimensional solution set of
f1= } } } = f i=0, g{0, x1=a1 , ..., xn&i&1=an&i&1 ,
where Q is polynomial in T and rational in xn&i and the Vj are bivariate
rational functions over Q. The second step is the intersection of this 1-dimen-
sional set with the solution set of the next equation fi+1=0, which leads to a
geometric resolution like (2) for step i+1.
At step i the system f1 , ..., f i defines a positive dimensional variety, the
new codification of its resolution we propose here consists of a specializa-
tion of some variables and a resolution of the zero-dimensional specialized
system. This representation makes the link between the positive and zero
dimensions and relies on two main ideas: the Noether position and the lifting
fiber (see Section 3).
History
The representation of a variety in the form of (1) above has a long
history. To the best of our knowledge the oldest trace of this representation
is to be found in Kronecker’s work at the end of the 19th century [51] and
a few years later in Ko nig’s work [48]. Their representation is naturally
defined for positive dimensional algebraic varieties, for instance for a
variety of codimension i it has the form
q
T
xn&i+1 = wn&i+1(x1 , ..., xn&i , T ),
q(x1 , ..., xn&i , T )=0, { b (4)qT xn = wn(x1 , ..., xn&i , T ),
where q, wn&i+1 , ..., wn are polynomials in x1 , ..., xn&i and T with coef-
ficients in Q and such that q is square free. A good summary of their work
can be found in Macaulay’s book [58].
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This representation has been used in computer algebra as a tool to
obtain complexity results by many authors, in the particular zero-dimen-
sional case: Chistov and Grigoriev [19], Canny [17], Gianni and Mora
[32], Kobayashi et al. [47], Heintz et al. [46], Lakshman and Lazard
[54], Renegar [65], Giusti and Heintz [35], Alonso et al. [6], and many
others. From a practical point of view, the computation of such a represen-
tation is always relying on Gro bner basis computations [84], either with
a pure lexicographical elimination order, or with an algorithm of change of
basis [20, 28], or from any basis using a generalization of Newton’s formulae
by Rouillier [66, 67].
In 1995, Giusti et al. [37, 64] rediscovered Kronecker’s approach without
any prior knowledge of it and improved the space complexity but not the
running time complexity. A first breakthrough was obtained by Giusti et al.
[33, 36]: there exists an algorithm with a complexity roughly speaking
polynomial in the degree of the system, in its height and in the number of
the variables. Then, in [38], it is announced that the height of the integers
does not appear in the complexity if the integers are represented by
straight-line programs. For exact definitions and elementary properties of
the notion of straight-line programs we refer to [44, 76, 77, 82]. A good
historical presentation of all these works can be found in [18] and a didactic
presentation of the algorithm is in [62]. We recall the main statement of
these works:
Theorem [38]. Let g and f1 , ..., fn be polynomials in Q[x1 , ..., xn].
Suppose that f1 , ..., fn define a reduced regular sequence in the open subset
[g{0] of Cn and are of degree at most d, coded by straight-line programs
of size at most L and height at most h. There is a bounded error Turing
machine that outputs a geometric resolution of V( f1 , ..., fn)"V(g). The time
complexity of the execution is in L(nd$h)O(1) if we represent the integers of
the output by straight-line programs.
The reduced and regular hypothesis means that each variety
Vi=V( f1 , ..., f i)"V(g), 1in,
has dimension n&i and for each 1in&1 the localized quotient
(Q[x1 , ..., xn]( f1 , ..., f i))g
is reduced. Using the Jacobian criterion, this is equivalent to the situation
when the Jacobian matrix of f1 , ..., f i has full rank at each generic point of
Vi . This condition is not really restrictive since we can perform a generic
linear combination of the equations to recover this situation, as showed in
[49, Proposition 37]. The number $ is defined as max(deg(V1), ..., deg(Vn&1)),
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it is bounded by d n, by Be zout’s theorem [43] (see also [30, 81]). A precise
definition of geometric resolutions is given in Subsection 3.2.
The geometric resolution returned by the algorithm underlying the above
theorem has its integers represented by means of straight-line programs,
the manipulation of such a representation has been studied in [40, 41].
The size of the integers of the intermediate computations is bounded by the
one of the output. In [18, Theorem 20] this result has been refined, show-
ing how to compute efficiently only the solutions of height bounded by a
given value.
Contributions
We have transformed this algorithm in order to obtain a new and simpler
one, as above, without using straight-line programs anymore, neither for
multivariate polynomials nor for integer numbers. We give a new estimate of
the exponents of the complexity of the Theorem in [38] above improving the
results of [45].
One main step of this transformation is obtained by a technique reminiscent
of the deforestation [83], that we had already used in [34] to replace straight-
line programs by an efficient use of specialization. We only need polynomials
in at most two variables. From a geometrical point of view our algorithm only
needs to compute the intersection of two curves. This improvement has been
independently discovered in [45, Remark 13].
The second step is the use of Kronecker’s form (4) to represent geometric
resolutions, leading to a lower total degree complexity in the positive
dimensional case. In [66, 67], this representation has also been used and
its good behavior in practice in the zero dimensional case has been observed.
The third step is the use of a global Newton iterator presented in Subsection
2.2.1 and Section 4. This improves the original algorithm of [62, Sect. 4.2.1]
by avoiding to compute a geometric resolution of each Vi from a lifting
fiber (see Subsection 3.4) by means of primitive elements computations in
two variables [62, Lemma 54].
The fourth simplifying step is the use of a simple technique to intersect
a variety by a hypersurface, which was already present in Kronecker’s
method presented in Subsection 2.2.2 and Section 6. This improves [45,
Sect. 4.2] by avoiding the use of primitive elements computations in two
variables which is used twice in [62]. This technique first appeared in [35]
and was developed in [50].
The last step is the intensive use of modular arithmetic: the resolution is
computed modulo a small prime number and the integers are lifted at the
end by our global Newton iterator. Hence the cost of integer manipulations
is quite optimal: we never use integers more than twice as large as the ones
contained in the output.
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Results
We present three new results: the first one gives a new arithmetic com-
plexity in terms of number of operations in the base field Q, the second one
is more realistic and takes care of the bit length of the integers, and the
third one consists in an implementation of our algorithm which demonstrates
its tractability and efficiency.
For our complexity measurement we use the class of functions M defined
by M(n)=O(n log2(n) log log(n)). As recalled in Subsection 3.5, if R is any
unitary ring, it represents the complexity of the arithmetic operations in
R[T] for polynomials of degree at most n in terms of operations in R:
addition, multiplication, division, resultant (if R is integral), greatest
common divisor and interpolation (if R is a field). It is also the bit com-
plexity of the arithmetic operations of the integers of bit-size at most n:
addition, multiplication, division, greatest common divisor. The class O(n0)
represents the complexity of the arithmetic operations of the matrix with
coefficients in R of size n_n in terms of arithmetic operations in R: addition,
multiplication, determinant, and adjoint. We know that 0 is less than 4.
Theorem 1. Let k be a field of characteristic zero and let f1 , ..., fn , g be
polynomials in k[x1 , ..., xn] of degree at most d and given by a straight-line
program of size at most L, such that f1 , ..., fn defines a reduced regular
sequence in the open subset [g{0]. The geometric resolution of the variety
V( f1 , ..., fn)"V(g) can be computed with O(n(nL+n0)(M(d$))2) arithmetic
operations in k, where $=max(deg(V1), ..., deg(Vn&1)). There is a prob-
abilistic algorithm performing this computation. Its probability of returning
correct results relies on choices of elements of k. Choices for which the result
is not correct are enclosed in strict algebraic subsets.
The fact that bad choices are enclosed in strict algebraic subsets implies
that almost all random choices lead to a correct computation. In this sense
we can say that our probabilistic algorithm has a low probability of failure.
Our algorithm is not Las Vegas, but it satisfies a weaker property: one can
check that the geometric resolution it returns satisfies the input equations;
if it does some of the solutions have been found but not necessarily all of
them. In the special case when the output contains deg( f1) deg( f2) } } }
deg( fn) solutions Be zout’s theorem implies that all of them have been
found.
In order to compare the complexity of our algorithm to Gro bner bases
computations we apply our complexity theorem to the case of systems of
polynomials f1 , ..., fn given by their dense representation:
Corollary 1. Let f1 , ..., fn be a reduced regular sequence of polyno-
mials of k[x1 , ..., xn] of degree at most d. Assume that d is at least n, then
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the geometric resolution of V( f1 , ..., fn) can be computed with O(d 3(n+O(1)))
arithmetic operations in k with the probabilistic algorithm of Theorem 1.
Proof. By Be zout’s inequality d$ is at most d n, so M(d$) is in d n+O(1).
L is at most n( d+nn ), which is in d
n+O(1). K
Our algorithm does not improve drastically the worst case complexity in
case of dense input systems; its efficiency fully begins when either the com-
plexity of evaluation of the input system is small or when the hypersurface
g=0 contains several components of each Vi ; i.e., $ is small with respect
to d n.
These results are proved for a field of characteristic 0 and are not valid
for fields of positive characteristic. However, when k is equal to Q, it is
tempting to compute resolutions in ZpZ for some prime numbers p. We
have a result in this direction: from a resolution computed modulo a lucky
prime number p we can deduce the resolution in Q, and p can be chosen
small with respect to the integers of the output.
Theorem 2. Assume that k is Q, V=V( f1 , ..., fn)"V(g) is zero-dimen-
sional, and (Q[x1 , ..., xn]( f1 , ..., fn))g is reduced.
Let u be a primitive element of the extension Q  Q[V], q(T ) its monic
minimal polynomial in Q[T]. Let D be the degree of q, D is equal to
deg(V). Let w i (T ), 1in, be polynomials of Q[T] of degree strictly less
than D such that q$(u) xi&wi (u) is equal to zero in Q[V].
If we are given
v ’ the bit-size of the integers of the polynomials q and wi ;
v a prime number p not dividing any denominator appearing in q and
the wi and such that log( p)<’;
v qp and w1, p , ..., wn, p polynomials in ZpZ[T], images of q and
w1 , ..., wn , such that
v q$p is invertible modulo qp ;
v for each i, 1in, fi (w1, pq$p , ..., wn, pq$p)#0[qp];
v the Jacobian matrix J of the fi is invertible:
det(J(w1, p q$p , ..., wn, p q$p)) is invertible modulo qp ,
then the polynomials q and the wi can be reconstructed in the bit-complexity
O((nL+n0) M(D) M(’)).
From a practical point of view we combine the algorithms related to
Theorems 1 and 2 in the following way: first choose at random a small
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prime number, compute a geometric resolution of the input system modulo
p and then lift the integers to get the geometric resolution in Q.
The problem of choosing a prime number for which this algorithm leads
to a correct result is similar to the problem of computing the greatest
common divisor of two univariate polynomials over Q by means of modular
computations and Hensel’s lifting (for example, see [23, Sect. 4.1.1, 31,
Sect. 7.4]). The description of the probability of choosing a lucky p is out
of the scope of this work but such considerations are as in [4042].
The probability of failure of the algorithm given in [45] has been studied
using ZippelSchwartz’s zero test [72, 85] for multivariate polynomials. We
could use the same analysis here to quantify the probability mentioned in
Theorem 1, but this has no practical interest without the quantification of
the probability of choosing a lucky prime number p. These probabilities
will be studied, in forthcoming works.
Implementation: The Kronecker Package
One aim of this article is to demonstrate that our algorithm has a practical
interest and is competitive with the other methods. We have implemented
our algorithm within the computer algebra system Magma [1, 16, 12], the
package has been called Kronecker [55] and is available with its documenta-
tion at http:www.gage.polytechnique.frtlecerfsoftwarekronecker.
We compare our implementation to Gro bner bases computations for
total degree orders and algorithms of change of bases. Given a Gro bner
basis of a zerodimensional polynomial equation system one can deduce a
Rational Univariate Representation of the zeros via the algorithm proposed in
[66, 67]. We also compare our implementation to the one of [66].
This article is organized as follows. The next section is devoted to an
informal presentation of the whole algorithm reflecting the actual computa-
tions performed in a generic situation. We then give definitions and intro-
duce our encoding of the solutions. The next three sections are devoted to
the formal presentation and proofs of our Newton iterator and the intersec-
tion algorithm. Section 7 presents the whole algorithm and specifies the
random choices. The last part provides some practical aspects of our
implementation in the Magma system and comparisons with other
methods for solving systems of polynomial equations.
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE ALGORITHM
We first give an informal presentation of the probabilistic aspects of our
algorithm. Then we show the actual computations that are performed in a
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generic case, forgetting the modular computational aspects for the moment.
All these points are detailed in the next sections.
2.1. Outlook of the Probabilistic Aspects
Let k be a field of characteristic zero, and f1 , ..., fn , g be polynomials in
the ring k[x1 , ..., xn] under the hypotheses of Theorem 1. The system
S=[ f1= } } } = fn=0, g{0]
has only a finite set of solutions in the n-affine space over an algebraic
closure of k. Our algorithm is parametrized by three parameters N, L, C,
called respectively the Noether points, lifting points, and Cayley points: they
are functions returning tuples of integers (see Subsection 7.2). Once the
parameters are fixed this specifies a deterministic algorithm AN, L, C for the
resolution of S. For a proper choice of these parameters, the algorithm
AN, L, C computes a resolution of the set of solutions of the system in the
form
x1 = v1(T ),
q(T )=0, { b (5)xn = vn(T ),
where q, v1 , ..., vn # k[T] and T represents a k-linear form in the xi .
The time complexity of the execution of AN, L, C for such a proper
choice is L(ndh$)O(1). It has been shown in [33] that the choices of the
parameters can be done using Correct Test Sequences of size polynomial in
the sequential complexity of the algorithm. In [45, Theorem 5] it is shown
using the ZippelSchwartz equality test [72, 85] that the choices can be
done at random in a set of integers of size polynomial in the sequential
complexity of AN, L, C with a uniformly bounded probability of failure less
than 12.
In the case of our algorithm, we precise these parameters in Section 7
and we show that we can choose them in a Zariski open subset of the space
of choices. In particular this means that any random choice suits the input
system.
We say that our algorithm is semi-numerical since it is parametrized by
some initial choices in the same way as some numerical algorithms are.
Our advantage over numerical algorithms is the certification of the result.
In [18] a comparison is made between our method and the numerical
approach using homotopy and the approximate zero theory introduced by
Smale [74, 75].
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2.2. Description of the Computations
We present now the actual computations performed by our algorithm in
a generic case. Our algorithm is incremental in the number of equations to
be solved. Let Si be the system of polynomial equations
x1= } } } =xn&i= f1= } } } = f i=0, g{0.
The algorithm solves S1 , ..., Sn in sequence. We enter step i with a solution
of Si in the form
q(T)=0, {
xn&i+1
xn&i+2
xn
=
=
b
=
T,
vn&i+2(T ),
vn(T ),
(6)
with the property that xn&i+1 separates the points of Si . We want to
compute such a solution for Si+1 . The computation divides into three main
parts: the lifting, the intersection and the cleaning steps.
2.2.1. The Lifting Step. Starting from (6), we compute a solution of the
system S$i
x1= } } } =xn&i&1= f1= } } } = f i=0, g{0,
in the form
Q(xn&i , T )=0, {
xn&i+1 = T,
(7)
Q
T
(xn&i , T ) xn&i+2 = Wn&i+2(xn&i , T ),
b
Q
T
(xn&i , T ) xn = Wn(xn&i , T ),
such that the Wj and Q are polynomials in xn&i and T. The solution v=
(T, vn&i+2(T ), ..., vn(T )) from (6) can be seen as an approximated solution
of S$i at precision O(xn&i). We now show how it can be lifted to a solution
at precision O(x2n&i).
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We first compute, with the classical Newton method,
Vn&i+1(xn&i , T ) f1(0, ..., 0, xn&i , v)
\ b +=vt&J(0, ..., 0, xn&i , v)&1 \ b + ,Vn(xn&i , T) f i (0, ..., 0, xn&i , v)
modulo q(T ) and at precision O(x2n&i), where J is the Jacobian matrix of
f1 , ..., f i with respect to xn&i+1 , ..., xn . The parametrization
xn&i+1 = Vn&i+1(xn&i , T ),
q(T )=0, { b (8)xn = Vn(xn&i , T ),
is a solution of S$i at precision O(x2n&i). The expression Vn&i+1 can also
be written
Vn&i+1(xn&i , T )=T+xn&i 2(T )+O(x2n&i).
Hence
T=xn&i+1&xn&i 2(xn&i+1)+O(x2n&i).
Substituting the right-hand side for T in q and the Vj we get
q(xn&i+1)&xn&i (q$(xn&i+1) 2(xn&i+1) mod q(xn&i+1))+O(x2n&i)=0
and
xj=Vj (xn&i , xn&i+1)&xn&i \VjT 2(xn&i+1) mod q(xn&i+1)++O(x2n&i),
for n&i+1 jn, which is an approximated solution of S$i at precision
O(x2n&i). We continue this process up to a certain precision. At the end,
multiplying both sides of the parametrization of the coordinates by the
derivative of q with respect to T and reducing the right-hand side with
respect to q, we get the resolution (7) exactly. Section 4 gives the full
description of this method.
Compared to the original algorithm in [62], this method shortcuts the
reconstruction of the whole geometric resolution from a fiber by means of
primitive element computations in two variables. Compared to [45], we
only need to perform the lifting at precision the degree of the current
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variety. This method also applies for integers to lift a geometric resolution
known modulo a prime number p, see Subsection 4.6.
2.2.2. The Intersection Step. To the solution (7) of S$i we add the new
equation fi+1=0. Let X be a new variable, we first perform the following
change of variables in the power series ring k[[t]]:
xn&i=X&txn&i+1+O(t2).
This leads to a new parametrization in the form
Qt(X, T )=0, {
xn&i+1
xn&i+2
xn
=
=
b
=
T,
Vt, n&i+2(X, T ),
Vt, n(X, T ),
(9)
where Qt is a polynomial in X and T and the Vt, j are polynomial in T and
rational in X with coefficients in k[[t]] at precision O(t2). Then we
compute
A(X)=ResultantT (Qt(X, T ),
fi+1(0, ..., 0, X&tT, T, Vt, n&i+2(X, T ), ..., Vt, n(X, T ))).
The resultant A(X) is indeed in k[X][[t]] and replacing X by xn&i+txn&i+1
in
A(X)=a0(X)+ta1(X)+O(t2)=0,
we get
a0(xn&i)=0, a$0(xn&i) xn&i+1+a1(xn&i)=0,
which gives the desired resolution of Si _ [ fi+1=0]. If a0 is not relatively
prime with its first derivative a$0 , we replace a0 by its square free part as
and let am=a0 as , am divides a$0 and a1 . The parametrization becomes
a$0 amxn&i+1+a1am=0. Then a$0 am is relatively prime with a0 . These
computations are described in more detail in Section 6.
This method simplifies considerably the ones given in the original algorithm
[45, 62] relying on primitive element computations in two variables.
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2.2.3. The Cleaning Step. We now have a resolution of Si _ [ fi+1=0]
in the form
xn&i = T,
xn&i+1 = vn&i+1(T ),
q(T )=0, {xn&i+2 = vn&i+2(T ), (10)bxn = vn(T ),
where q and the vj are new polynomials in T. To get a resolution of Si+1
we must remove the points contained in the hypersurface g=0. To do this,
we compute the greatest common divisor,
c(T )=gcdT (q, g(0, ..., 0, T, vn&i+1 , ..., vn)).
Then we just have to replace q by qc and reduce the parametrizations vj by
the new polynomial q. This algorithm relies on Proposition 8: it simplifies
[62, Sect. 4.3.1].
The rest of this article is devoted to the justifications of these computa-
tions and to the comparison of practical results with some other methods.
3. DEFINITIONS AND BASIC STATEMENTS
One key feature of our algorithm is an effective use of the Noether
Normalization Lemma also seen geometrically as a Noether Position. It allows
us to represent a positive dimensional variety as a zero-dimensional one.
3.1. Noether Position, Primitive Element
Let k be a field of characteristic 0. Let x1 , ..., xn be indeterminates over
k. Let V be a r-dimensional k-variety in k n, where k is the algebraic closure
of k and I=I(V) the annihilating ideal of V.
We say that a subset of variables Z=[xi , ..., x ik] is free when
I & k[xi1 , ..., xik]=(0). A variable is dependent or integral with respect
to a subset of variables Z if there exists in I(V) a monic polynomial
annihilating it and whose coefficients are polynomial in the variables of Z
only.
A Noether normalization of V consists of a k-linear change of variables,
transforming the variables x1 , ..., xn into new ones, y1 , ..., yn , such that the
linear map from k n to k r (rn) defined by the forms y1 , ..., yr induces a
finite surjective morphism of affine varieties ? : V  k r. This is equivalent
to the fact that the variables y1 , ..., yr are free and yr+1 , ..., yn dependent
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with respect to the first ones. In this situation we say that y1 , ..., yn are in
Noether position.
If B is the coordinate ring k[V], then a Noether normalization induces
an integral ring extension R :=k[ y1 , ..., yr]  B. Let K be the field of
fractions of R and B$ be KR B, B$ is a finite-dimensional K-vector space.
Example 1. Consider f =x1x2 in Q[x1 , x2], f defines a hypersurface
in the affine space of dimension two over the complex numbers. The
variable x1 is free but x2 is not integral over x1 . This hypersurface is com-
posed of two irreducible components x1=0 and x2=0. When specializing
the variable x1 to any value p1 in k*, f ( p1 , x2) has one irreducible factor
only. Let us take y1=x1&x2 and y2=x2 then f becomes ( y1+ y2) y2=
y22+ y1 y2 . The variable y2 is integral over y1 : we have a Noether position
of this hypersurface; we can specialize y1 to 0 in f and there remains two
irreducible components.
Example 2. Consider the hypersurface given by the equation x2&x21=0.
The variables x1 , x2 are in Noether position but when specializing x1 to a
point of k, for instance 0, the fiber contains only one point while the hyper-
surface has degree 2. The vector space B$ is k(x1)[x2](x2&x21) and has
dimension one only.
The degeneration of the dimension of B$ in the last example does not
occur when working with projective varieties, so if we want to avoid it in
affine spaces we need a kind of stronger Noether position.
We say that the variables y1 , ..., yn are in projective Noether position if
they define a Noether position for the projective algebraic closure of V. More
precisely, let x0 be a new variable, to any polynomial f of k[x1 , ..., xn], we
write f h(x0 , ..., xn) the homogenization of f with respect to x0 , Ih denotes the
ideal of the homogenized polynomial of I and Vh the variety associated to Ih,
which corresponds to the projective closure of V. We say that the variables
y1 , ..., yn are in projective Noether position with respect to V when x0 ,
y1 , ..., yn are in Noether position with respect to Vh.
In the rest of the paper we only use Projective Noether positions, so
we only say Noether position. We write I$ for the extension of I in
K[ yr+1 , ..., yn]. I$ is a zero-dimensional radical ideal. We are interested in
some particular bases of B$:
Definition 1. A k-linear form u=*r+1 yr+1+ } } } +*nyn such that the
powers 1, u, ..., udeg(V)&1 form a basis of the vector space B$ is called a
primitive element of the variety V.
In general we do not know any efficient way to compute in B. Even
when it is a free module we do not know bases of small size [5]. The next
two propositions give some properties of computations in B$.
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Proposition 1. With the above notations, assume that V is r-equidimen-
sional. If the variables x1 , ..., xn are in projective Noether position with
respect to V then the dimension of B$ is the degree of V.
We recall a result [68, Proposition 1], itself a continuation of [15,
Remark 9]:
Proposition 2. Let I be a radical ideal of k[x1 , ..., xn] such that V=
V(I) is r-equidimensional and the variables x1 , ..., xn are in Noether position.
Let f be an element of k[x1 , ..., xn] and f its class in the quotient ring B. Let T
be a new variable, then there exists a monic polynomial F # R[T] which satisfies
F( f )=0 and whose total degree is bounded by deg(V) deg( f ).
An alternative proof of this proposition is given in [62, Corollary 21].
The next corollary expresses that minimal and characteristic polynomials
in B$ have their coefficients in R.
Corollary 2. Let I be a radical ideal of k[x1 , ..., xn] such that I is
r-equidimensional and the variables x1 , ..., xn are in Noether position. Let f be
a polynomial in k[x1 , ..., xn]. Then the characteristic polynomial / of the
endomorphism of multiplication by f in B$ belongs to k[x1 , ..., xr][T].
Its coefficient of degree i in T has degree at most ($&i) deg( f ), where
$=dim(B$). In the case when f =u is a primitive element of V we have
/(u )=0.
Proof. Let F be an integral dependence relation of f modulo the ideal
I of degree bounded by deg(V) deg( f ) from Proposition 2, Mf be the
endomorphism of multiplication by f in B$ and + its minimal polynomial.
First we note that F(Mf)=0, thus + divides F. The polynomials + and F
being monic we deduce using Gauss lemma that + is in R[T] and so is /.
If f =u, degT (+)=degT (V) and thus +=F.
Let us now prove the bound on the degrees, to do this we homogenize
the situation: let x0 be a new variable and f h denote the homogenized
polynomial of f, Ih the homogenized ideal of I. Let now B$ be
k(x0 , ..., xr)[xr+1 , ..., xn]Ih and /(T ) the characteristic polynomial of the
endomorphism of multiplication by f h in B$. It is sufficient to prove that
the coefficient of degree i in T of / is homogeneous of degree ($&i) deg( f ).
To do this let K be the algebraic closure of k(x0 , ..., xr) and Z1 , ..., Z$ be
the zeroes of Ih in K . The following formula holds:
/(x0 , ..., xr , T )= ‘
$
i=1
(T& f h(x0 , ..., xr , Z i)).
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Hence, if t is a new variable we have
/(tx0 , ..., txr , T )= ‘
$
i=1
(T& f h(tx0 , ..., txr , tZ i))
= ‘
$
i=1
(T&tdeg( f )f h(x0 , ..., xr , Zi)).
Expanding this last expression, we get the claimed bound on the degrees of
the coefficients in T of /, this concludes the proof. K
3.2. Geometric Resolutions
Let V be a r-equidimensional algebraic variety and I its annihilator
ideal in the ring k[x1 , ..., xn]. A geometric resolution of V is given by:
v an invertible n_n square matrix M with entries in k such that the
new coordinates y=M&1x are in Noether position with respect to V;
v a primitive element u=*r+1yr+1+ } } } +*nyn of V;
v the minimal polynomial q(T ) # R[T] of u in B$, monic in T, and
v the parametrization of V by the zeros of q, given by polynomials
vr+1( y1 , ..., yr , T ), ..., vn( y1 , ..., yr , T ) # K[T],
such that yj&vj ( y1 , ..., yr , u) # I$ for r+1 jn, where I$ is the extension
of I in k( y1 , ..., yr)[ yr+1 , ..., yn] and degT (v j)<degT (q).
Given a primitive element u, its minimal polynomial q is uniquely deter-
mined up to a scalar factor. The parametrization can be expressed in
several ways. In the definition of geometric resolutions the parametrization
of the algebraic coordinates has the form,
yj=vj (T ), r+1 jn.
However, given any polynomial p(T ) # K[T] relatively prime with q(T )
another parametrization is given by
p(T ) yj=vj(T ) p(T ), r+1 jn.
One interesting choice is to express the parametrization in the following
way,
q
T
(T ) yj=wj (T ), r+1 jn, (11)
with degT wj<degT q.
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Definition 2. We call a parametrization in the form of Eq. (11) a
Kronecker parametrization.
Proposition 3. The polynomial q has its coefficients in R and in a
Kronecker parametrization such as (11) the polynomials wi have also their
coefficients in R instead of K. The total degree of q and the wi is bounded
by degT (q). Moreover q(u) and
q
T (u) xj&wj (u) belong to I, for r+1
jn.
In particular the discriminant of q with respect to T is a multiple of any
denominator appearing in any kind of parametrization.
Example 3. Let f1=x23+x1x2+1 and f2=x
2
2+x1x3 , the variables x1 ,
x2 , x3 are in Noether position, x2 is a primitive element and we have the
following Kronecker parametrization
x42+x
3
1x2+x
2
1=0,
(4x32+x
3
1) x3=4x1x2+3x
2
1 x
2
2 .
The following is a fundamental result.
Proposition 4. Given a Noether position and a primitive element, any
r-equidimensional algebraic variety V admits a unique geometric resolution.
The proofs of the last two propositions are given in the next section.
Example 4. Here is an example of an ideal which is not Cohen
Macaulay: in k[x1 , x2 , x3 , x4], consider
I=(x2x4 , x2x3 , x1x4 , x1x3).
I is radical 2-equidimensional. A Noether position is given by x1= y3& y1 ,
x2= y4& y2 , x3= y3 , x4= y4 . The generating equations become y24& y2y4 ,
y3y4& y2y3 , y3y4& y1y4 , y23& y1y3 . For any *3 , *4 # k and u=*3y3+*4y4
we have u2&*4y2u&*3 y1 u # I.
3.3. Generic Primitive Elements
Assume that I is radical and equidimensional of dimension r and the
variables x1 , ..., xn are in Noether position. The minimal polynomial of a
generic primitive element is of great importance in algebraic geometry and
computer algebra. It was already used by Kronecker as an effective way to
compute geometric resolutions.
Let 4i be new variables, i=r+1, ..., n, k4=k(4r+1 , ..., 4n), and R4=
k4[x1 , ..., xr]. Let I4 be the extension of I in k4[x1 , ..., xn]. Let u4=
4r+1 xr+1+ } } } +4nxn . The objects indexed with 4 are related to objects
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defined over k4 . The generic linear form u4 is a primitive element of I4 ,
let U4 be its characteristic polynomial in B$4 :=k4(x1 , ..., xr)[xr+1 , ..., xn]I4 .
From Corollary 2, the polynomial U4(x1 , ..., xr , T ) is square free, monic in T,
of total degree equal to the degree of the variety corresponding to I, has
its coefficients in R4 and we have
U4(x1 , ..., xr , u4) # I4 .
Differentiating U4 with respect to 4r+1 , ..., 4n , we deduce the following
geometric resolution of I4 :
U4(x1 , ..., xr , T )=0,
U4
T
(x1 , ..., xr , T ) xr+1 = &
U4
4r+1
(x1 , ..., xr , T ),
{ b (12)U4T (x1 , ..., xr , T ) xn = &U44n (x1 , ..., xr , T ).
This proves Propositions 3 and 4.
Example 5. In the previous example with *3*4 {0, we deduce the
parameterization
u2&*4 y2u&*3y1u=0, {(2u&*4y2&*3y1) y3= y1u,(2u&*4y2&*3y1) y4= y2u.
3.4. Lifting Fibers
Instead of processing the representation of univariate polynomials over
the free variables we make an intensive use of specialization. Thanks to our
lifting process presented in Section 4 we do not lose anything.
From now on we assume that V is an r-equidimensional variety which
is a sub-variety of V( f1 , ..., fn&r), where f1 , ..., fn&r define a reduced
regular sequence of polynomials at each generic point of V. We call such
a sequence of polynomials a lifting system of V. Let y1 , ..., yn be new coor-
dinates bringing V into a Noether position. We recall that ? represents the
finite projection morphism onto the free variables.
Definition 3. A point p=( p1 , ..., pr) in kr is called a lifting point of V
with respect to the lifting system f1 , ..., fn&r if the Jacobian matrix of
f1 , ..., fn&r with respect to the dependent variables yr+1 , ..., yn is invertible
at each point of ?&1( p).
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Our encoding of the geometric resolution is given by a specialization of
the geometric resolution at a lifting point.
Definition 4. A lifting fiber of V is given by:
v a lifting system f=( f1 , ..., fn&r) of V;
v an invertible n_n square matrix M with entries in k such that the
new coordinates y=M&1x are in Noether position with respect to V;
v a lifting point p=( p1 , ..., pr) for V and the lifting system;
v a primitive element u=*r+1yr+1+ } } } +*nyn of Vp=?&1( p);
v the minimal polynomial q(T ) # k[T] annihilating u over the points
of Vp ;
v n&r polynomials v=(vr+1 , ..., vn) of k[T], of degree strictly less
than degT (q), giving the parametrization of Vp by the zeros of q: yj&vj (u)
=0 for all r+1 jn and all roots u of q.
We have the following relations between the components of the lifting
fiber:
u(vr+1(T ), ..., vn(T ))=T,
f b M( p1 , ..., pr , vr+1(T ), ..., vn(T ))#0 mod q(T ).
The following proposition explains the one to one correspondence between
geometric resolutions and lifting fibers. The specialization of the free variables
at a lifting point constitutes the main improvement of complexity of our algo-
rithm: compared to rewriting techniques such as Gro bner bases computations,
we do not have to store multivariate polynomials, but only univariate ones.
Proposition 5. For any lifting fiber encoding a variety V there exists a
unique geometric resolution of V for the same Noether position and primitive
element. The specialization of the minimal polynomial and the parametriza-
tion of this geometric resolution on the lifting point gives exactly the minimal
polynomial and the parametrization of the lifting fiber. We have deg(Vp)=
deg(V).
Proof. First, the equality deg(Vp)=deg(V) is a direct consequence of
the definition of the degree and the choice of p.
Suppose now that the primitive element u for Vp is not primitive for V.
We can choose a primitive element u$ of V which is also a primitive
element for Vp . The specialization of the corresponding Kronecker param-
etrization of V with respect to u$ gives a parametrization of Vp . Using the
powers of u$ as a basis of B$, we can compute the minimal polynomial of
u, of degree strictly less than $. Its denominators do not vanish at p, hence
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its specialization at p gives an annihilating polynomial of u for Vp of degree
strictly less than $. This leads to a contradiction. This concludes the
proof. K
We now show that lifting points and primitive elements can be chosen
at random with a low probability of failure in practice.
Lemma 1. With the above notations and assumptions, the points
( p1 , ..., pr , *r+1 , ..., *n) # kn
such that ( p1 , ..., pr) is not a lifting point or u=*r+1 yr+1+ } } } +*nyn is not
a primitive element for Vp are enclosed in a strict subset of kn which is
algebraic.
Proof. Let J be the Jacobian matrix of f1 , ..., fn&r with respect to the
variables yr+1 , ..., yn and F(T ) be an integral dependency relation of det(J)
modulo V. By hypothesis det(J) is not a zero divisor in B. Hence the con-
stant coefficient A( y1 , ..., yr) of F is not zero and satisfies A # I+(det(J)).
Each point p such that A( p){0 is a lifting point.
Now fix a lifting point p and consider U4 of Subsection 3.3 for Vp , then
any point 4r+1=*r+1 , ..., 4n=*n such that the discriminant of U4 does
not vanish is a primitive element of Vp . K
Notations for the Pseudo-Code. For the pseudo-code of the algorithms
we use the following notations. If F denotes the lifting fiber: FChangeOfVariables
is M, FPrimitiveElement is u, FLiftingPoint is p, FMinimalPolynomial is q, FParametrization
is v, and FEquations is f. We assume we have the following functions on F:
Dimension: Lifting Fiber  Integers: F [ r and
Degree: Lifting Fiber  Integers: F [ degT (FMinimalPolynomial).
3.5. Complexity Notations
We now discuss the complexity of integer and polynomial arithmetic. In
the whole paper M(n) denotes O(n log2(n) loglog(n)) and represents the
bit-complexity of the arithmetic operations (addition, multiplication,
quotient, remainder, and gcd) of the integers of bit-size n and the complexity
of the arithmetic operations of the polynomials of degree n in terms of number
of operations in the base ring. Many authors have contributed to these topics.
Some very good historical presentations can be found in the books of Aho
et al. [4], Bu rgisser et al. [14], Bini and Pan [10] among others.
Let R be a unitary commutative ring, the Scho nhageStrassen polyno-
mial multiplication [63, 70, 71] of two polynomials of R[T] of degree at
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most n can be performed in O(n log(n) log log(n)) arithmetic operations in
R. The division of polynomials has the same complexity as the multiplica-
tion [11, 78]. The greatest common divisor of two polynomials of degree
at most n over a field K can be computed in M(n) arithmetic operations in
K [61]. The resultant, the sub-resultant, and the interpolation can also be
computed within the same complexity [29, 57].
The Scho nhageStrassen algorithm [70] for multiplying two integers
of bit-size at most n has a bit-complexity in O(n log(n) log log(n)). The
division has the same complexity as the multiplication [73]. The greatest
common divisor has complexity M(n) [69].
Let R be a unitary ring, the multiplication of two n_n matrices can be
done in O(n|) arithmetic operations in R. The exponent | can be taken
less than 2.39 [21]. If R is a field, Bunch and Hopcroft showed that matrix
inversion is not harder than the multiplication [13]. According to [13],
the converse fact is due to Winograd.
In our case, R is a k-algebra k[T]q(T ), where q is a square-free monic
polynomial of k[T], so we can not apply the results of [13] to compute
the inverse of a matrix. In the whole paper O(n0) denotes the complexity
of the elementary operations on n_n matrices over any commutative ring
R in terms of arithmetic operations in R: addition, multiplication, determi-
nant and adjoint matrix. In fact, 0 can be taken less than 4 [3, 9, 22, 56];
see also [79, 59].
4. GLOBAL NEWTON LIFTING
In this section we present the new global NewtonHensel iterator. First,
through an example, we recall the NewtonHensel method in its local form
and show the slight modification we make in order to globalize it. Then we
give a formal description and proof of the method. We apply it in the case
of lifting fibers in order to compute lifted curves. In the case k=Q, we
present a method to compute a geometric resolution in Q, knowing one
over ZpZ, for a prime integer p.
4.1. Local Newton Iterator
We recall here the classical Newton iterator, along with an example.
Let
{ f1(x1 , x2 , t)=(x1&1)
2+(x2&1)2&4&t&t2,
f2(x1 , x2 , t)=(x1+1)2+(x2+1)2&4&t.
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Suppose that we have solved the zero-dimensional system obtained by
specializing t to 0. The variable x1 is a primitive element and we thus have
the geometric resolution
T 2&1=0, {x1=T,x2=&T. (13)
Let Q[a] be the extension Q[T](T 2&1) of Q. In Q[a] the point
X0=(a, &a) is a solution of the system f1= f2=0 for t=0. Hence in the
formal power series ring Q[a][[t]], it is a solution of the system at preci-
sion O(t). If the Jacobian matrix of f1 and f2 with respect to the variables
x1 and x2 evaluated at X0 is invertible, the classical Newton method lifts
the solution to a solution at an arbitrary precision by computing the
sequence Xn given by
Xn+1 :=Xn&J(Xn)&1 f(Xn), n0.
Then Xn is the solution of the system at the precision O(t2
n
). In our
example we have
X2 :=\a+
1
4 at+(&
1
8+
3
32 a) t
2& 3128 at
3+O(t4)
&a& 14at&(
1
8+
3
32 a) t
2+ 3128 at
3+O(t4)+ .
4.2. From Local to Global Lifting
The above method allows a local study of the positive dimensional
variety in the neighborhood of t=0 but does not lead to a finite represen-
tation of a solution of the input system, since the parametrization is given
by infinite series over an algebraic extension of Q. The variety V( f1 , f2)
has the resolution
T 2&1& 12 t+(
1
4 T&
1
4) t
2+ 132 t
4=0, {x1=T,x2=&T& 14 t2. (14)
We now show how we perform the lifting on this example. We lift our
resolution (13) when t=0 step by step to get (14).
After the first step of Newton’s iterator, when T 2&1=0, X1 is (T(1+t4
+O(t2)), &T(1+t4+O(t2))). We deduce that T=x1(1&t4+O(t2)) and
thus
x21&1&
1
2 t+O(t
2)=0 and x2=&x1+O(t2),
which is the approximation of (14) at precision O(t2).
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We repeat this technique with the new resolution
q(T )=T 2&1& 12 t=0, {x1=T,x2=&T.
We perform another step of Newton’s iterator over Q[[t]][T]q(T ) at the
point (T, &T ) at precision O(t4). We get the following refinement of the
parametrization
{x1=T+(
1
8 T&
1
8) t
2& 116 t
3T+O(t4),
x2=&T+(&18 T&
1
8) t
2+ 116 t
3T+O(t4).
Thus
T=x1+( 18&
1
8 x1) t
2+ 116 x1t
3+O(t4)
and we deduce
T 2&1& 12 t+(
1
4 T&
1
4) t
2+O(t4)=0, {x1=T,x2=&T& 14 t2+O(t4).
Finally, the next step leads to the resolution
T 2&1& 12 t+(
1
4 T&
1
4) t
2+ 132 t
4+O(t8)=0,
{x1=T,x2=&T& 14 t2+O(t8),
which is the desired resolution, we can remove the O(t8). In general, to
decide when the lifting is finished, there are two solutions: either we know
the required precision in advance, this is the case in Subsection 4.5, or no
a priori bound is known, this the case in Subsection 4.6. In the last case,
the only way to decide if the resolution is correct is to check whether the
lifting equations vanish on the resolution or not.
4.3. Description of the Global Newton Algorithm
Let R be a commutative integral ring, I an ideal of R. We now give a
formal presentation of our lifting process passing from a resolution known
at precision I to one at precision I2.
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The lifting algorithm takes as input:
(I1) f=( f1 , ..., fn), n polynomials in R[x1 , ..., xn];
(I2) u=*1x1+ } } } +*nxn a linear form in the xi , with *i in R;
(I3) q(T ) a monic polynomial of degree $1 in R[T];
(I4) v=(v1(T ), ..., vn(T )), n polynomials of degrees strictly less than
$ in R[T].
Let J be the Jacobian matrix of f1 , ..., fn with respect to the variables
x1 , ..., xn ,
J(i, j)=
fi
xj
.
In (RI )[T](q(T )), we make the following assumptions:
(H1) f(v)#0;
(H2) T#u(v);
(H3) J(v) is invertible.
Then the following objects exist and we give formulae to compute them:
(O1) Q, a monic polynomial of degree $, such that Q#q mod R[T]I;
(O2) V=(V1 , ..., Vn), n polynomials in R[T] of degrees strictly
less than $ such that for all i, 1in, we have Vi #vi mod R[T]I, and
verifying
f(V)#0 and T#u(V) in (RI2)[T](Q(T )).
The coefficients of Q and V are uniquely determined by the above condi-
tions modulo I 2.
Proof. This process is summarized in Algorithm 1, the notations being
the ones of the end of Subsection 3.4. The proof divides into two parts and
is just the formalization of the computations of Subsection 4.2.
First we perform a classical Newton step to compute the vector of n
polynomials w=(w1 , ..., wn), of degrees strictly less than $ in R[T] such
that:
(C) w#v mod R[T]I and f(w)#0 in (RI2)[T](q(T )).
We recall that this can be done by writing the first order Taylor expansion
of f between the points v and w. The condition (C) implies that
f(w)#f(v)+J(v) } (w&v) in (RI 2)[T](q(T )).
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ALGORITHM 1
Global Newton Iterator
procedure GlobalNewton(f, x, u, q, v, StopCriterion)
* x is the list of variables,
* f, u, q, v are the ones of (I1), (I2), (I3), (I4) and
* satisfy (H1), (H2) and (H3).
* StopCriterion is a function returning a boolean.
* Its arguments are taken from the local variables f,
* x, u, Q, V and k below.
* It returns whether the lifted parametrization
* Q(u)=0, x=V at precision k is sufficient of not.
* The procedure returns Q a polynomial and V as in (O1)
* and (O2), giving a solution of f modulo I }, where
* } is implicitely fixed by StopCriterion.
J  JacobianMatrix(f, x);
k  1; Q  q; V  v;
while not StopCriterion(f, x, u, Q, V, k) do
k  2k;
V  V&J(V)&1 f (V) mod Q;
2  u(V)&T ;
V  V&( VT 2 mod Q);
Q  Q&( QT 2 mod Q);
od;
return(Q, V);
end;
According to hypothesis (H3), we deduce the existence and uniqueness of
w modulo R[T] I:
w#v&J(v)&1 } f(v) in (RI2)[T](q(T )).
According to hypothesis (H2) we can write u(w) as
u(w)=T+2(T ),
where 2(T ) is a polynomial in R[T] of degree strictly less than $, with all
its coefficients in I.
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The second part is a consequence of the following equality between
ideals in RI2[T, U, x1 , ..., xn],
(q(T ), U&T&2(T ), x1&w1(T ), ..., xn&wn(T ))
=(Q(U), T&U+2(U), x1&V1(U), ..., xn&Vn(U)),
where
Q(U)=q(U)&(q$(U) 2(U) mod q(U)),
V i (U)=wi (U)&(w$i (U) 2(U) mod q(U)), i=1, ..., n. K
We now turn to the evaluation of the complexity of Algorithm 1. Let
a(h) be the cost of the arithmetic operations in RI h, where h is a positive
integer. Recall that M is be the complexity of the arithmetic operations in
R[T] in terms of operations in the base ring R, where R denotes here any
commutative ring. Let L be the number of operations required to evaluate
f1 , ..., fn . Using the notations of Subsection 3.5, we have the following
complexity estimate:
Lemma 2. According to the above notations and assumptions, the com-
plexity of Algorithm 1 returning a solution of f1 , ..., fn at precision I} (where
} is a power of 2) is in
O((nL+n0) M($) :
log2 (})
j=0
a(2 j)).
Proof. Thanks to [8], we only need at most 5L operations to evaluate
the gradient of a straight-line program of size L. Thus the evaluation of the
polynomials f and the Jacobian matrix J of Algorithm 1 has complexity
O(nL). Then, the core of the loop requires O(n0) operations to compute the
inverse of the Jacobian matrix and O(n2) other operations to update Q and
V, so at step k of the loop O(nL+n0) arithmetic operations are done in
RIk[T] modulo Q. K
In practice there are many possible improvements. An important one
consists in taking better care of the precision, for instance to compute the
solution at precision 2k, we just need to know the value of the Jacobian
matrix at precision k, since the value of f1 , ..., fn has valuation at least k.
Another one can be obtained by inverting the value of the Jacobian matrix
by means of a Newton iterator: let Jk be the value of the Jacobian matrix
at step k and J &1k be its inverse then we have J
&1
2k =J
&1
k +J
&1
k (Idn&J2kJ
&1
k ).
These techniques are described in [86].
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4.4. Recovering a Geometric Resolution
Our iterator allows to compute a whole geometric resolution from a
lifting fiber.
In the frame of Subsection 3.4, taking R=k[ y1& p1 , ..., yr& pr] and
I=( y1& p1 , ..., yr& pr) we can apply our iterator with a lifting fiber, in
order to lift the parametrization using the lifting equations. But in this case
by Propositions 3 and 5 we know that there exists a parametrization of the
variety with total degree bounded by $=deg(V), in the form
q
T
yr+1 = wr+1(T ),
q(T )=0, { b (15)qT yn = wn(T ).
We can compute q and the wi in the following way: first we apply our
iterator until precision $+1 is reached and get a resolution in the form
yr+1 = Vr+1(T )+O(I $+1),
Q(T )+O(I$+1)=0, { byn = Vn(T )+O(I$+1).
Then let
Wi=Vi (T )
Q
T
mod Q(T ), r+1in,
the unicity of the geometric resolution lying over the lifting fiber implies
that Q&q, Wr+1&wr+1 , ..., Wn&wn # I$+1, whence we deduce q and the wi .
In practice we are not interested in the lifting of a lifting fiber to its
corresponding geometric resolution since it would imply storing multi-
variate polynomials. Indeed we do not need to lift the fiber over the whole
space of the free variables but just over one line containing the lifting point.
4.5. Lifted Curves
Let F be a lifting fiber of the variety V as in Subsection 3.4, $ its degree,
and p$ # kr a point different from p. We are interested in computing the
geometric resolution of ?&1(D), where D denotes the line ( pp$).
First we notice that the variety VD=?&1(D) is 1-equidimensional of degree
$=deg(V). The restriction ?D : VD  D is a finite surjective morphism of
degree $, smooth for t=0.
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Definition 5. The variety VD=?&1(D) is called a lifted curve of the
lifting fiber F.
Let g1 , ..., gn&r be the equations of F expressed in the Noether coor-
dinates yi :
gj= fj b M( y1 , ..., yn)t.
Let also h1 , ..., hn&r be the polynomials in k[t, yr+1 , ..., yn] defined by
hi= gi (( p$1& p1) t+ p1 , ..., ( p$r& pr) t+ pr , yr+1 , ..., yn).
From the lifting fiber F we deduce a lifting fiber of ID directly.
Proposition 6. The variables t, yr+1 , ..., yn are in Noether position for
VD , the polynomials h i define a lifting system for VD , t=0 is a lifting point
and the primitive element of F is primitive for the fiber t=0.
We can apply the method of the previous section and get the geometric
resolution of VD in the form
q
T
yr+1 = wr+1(t, T ),
q(t, T )=0, { b (16)qT yn = wn(t, T ).
This process is summarized in Algorithm 2.
In order to evaluate the complexity of this algorithm, let L be the
number of operations required to evaluate f1 , ..., fn and let the notations be
as in Subsection 3.5.
For technical reasons we have to assume that there exists a constant C
such that CM(X)M(2X)2M(X) for all X>0 large enough; this is not
really restrictive since it is verified for M(X)=X log(X) log log(X); then we
have the following complexity estimate:
Lemma 3. Using the above notations and assumptions, the number of
operations that Algorithm 2 performs on elements of R is in
O((nL+n0) M($)2).
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ALGORITHM 2
Lift Curve
procedure LiftCurve(F, p$)
* F is a lifting fiber of dimension r,
* p$ is a point in kr different from the lifting point of F.
* The procedure returns the Kronecker parametrization
* q, w of the geometric resolution of the lifted curve
* for the line ( pp$), as in Sect. 4.5.
r  Dimension(F);
$  Degree(F );
g  FEquations b FChangeOfVariables ;
h  g(( p$1&p1) t+p1 , ..., ( p$r&pr) t+pr , yr+1 , ..., yn);
StopCriterion  ((k) [ k>$)
Q, V :=GlobalNewton(h, [ yr+1 , ..., yn], FPrimitiveElement ,
FMinimalPolynomial , FParametrization , StopCriterion);
W  [z QT mod Q: z # V];
q  Truncate(Q, t$+1);
w  [Truncate(z, t$+1): z # W];
return(q, w);
end;
Proof. We just apply Lemma 2 to the case a=M. We have to bound
the sum:
:
log2 (})
j=0
M(2 j)M(}) :
log2 (})
j=0
12 j # O(M(})).
The precision } of the last step verifies $<}2$. Hence M(})M(2$) #
O(M($)). K
Of course, in practice we take } the biggest power of two less than $+1,
}$+1<2}, we lift C up to precision } and the last step of the lifting is
performed at precision $+1 only.
4.6. Lifting the Integers
We assume here that k=Q. The lifting of the free variables of the
previous section can be used for integers as well. If we have a geometric
resolution of a zero dimensional variety computed modulo a prime number
p we can lift it to precision pk. If there exists a geometric resolution with
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rational coefficients lying over the modular one, then the lifting process can
stop and we can recover the rational numbers of the geometric resolution.
Here we take R=Z and I= pZ where p is a prime number. We assume
that we have computed a geometric resolution of a zero dimensional
Q-variety in ZpZ, that we have f1 , ..., fn , n polynomials in Q[x1 , ..., xn]
such that their Jacobian matrix is invertible over the modular resolution,
and that the degree of the modular resolution is $, the degree of the
Q-variety. In this case there exists a unique rational geometric resolution
lying over the modular one; the lifting process gives the p-adic expansions
of its rational coefficients at any required precision.
In [24] Dixon gave a Pade approximant method for integers, see also
[40, 41] for related results.
Proposition 7 [24]. Let s, h>1 be integers and suppose that there exist
integers f, g such that
gs#f (mod h) and | f |, | g|* - h,
where *=0.618... is a root of *2+*&1=0. Let wi v i (i=1, 2, ...) be the
convergents to the continued fraction of sh and put ui=vis&wih. If k is the
least integer such that |uk |<- h, then fg=uk vk .
We assume we have a function called RationalReconstruction computing
the unique rational fg for any s in ZpkZ with bit complexity in
O(M(k log( p))). Such a complexity can obtained combining Dixon’s algo-
rithm [24] and a fast Gcd algorithm for integers as discussed in Subsection
3.5; see [10, p. 247]. This function returns an error if no such rational
number exists. Thus we can stop the lifting when the rational reconstruc-
tion of each coefficient of the current resolution leads to a parametrization
over Q of V satisfying all the equations fi . This process is summarized in
Algorithm 3.
Lemma 4. Assume that the geometric resolution lying over the modular
one has height at most ’ with log( p)’, then it can be computed in bit
complexity
O((nL+n0) M($) M(’)).
Proof. We apply Lemma 2 with a(k) being the bit complexity of the
arithmetic in ZpkZ: we can take a(k)=M(k log( p)). Choose } a power of
two, such that 4’} log( p)>2’ and apply Algorithm 1 until precision
k=}: since  log2(})j=0 M(log( p) 2
j) # M(} log2( p)), then the complexity is in
O((nL+n0) M($) M(’)). The rational reconstruction for each coefficient of
the Kronecker parametrization is in O(n$M(’)). K
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ALGORITHM 3
Lifting of Integers
procedure LiftIntegers(F)
* F is a zero-dimensional geometric solution over ZpZ.
* The procedure returns F$, the geometric
* resolution over Q lying over F, if it exists.
$  Degree(F );
f  FEquations b FChangeOfVariables;
StopCriterion ((f, x, u, Q, V, k) [
q  RationalReconstruction(Q);
w  RationalReconstruction([z qT mod q : z # V]);
if f(w qT) mod q=0 then
Q  q; V  w;
return true;
else return false;
fi; )
q, w  GlobalNewton(f, x, FPrimitiveElement ,
FMinimalPolynomial , FParametrization , StopCriterion);
F$  F ;
F$MinimalPolynomial  q;
F$Parametrization w;
return(F$);
end;
Theorem 2 is a direct corollary of this lemma.
This result does not give the complexity of Algorithm 3 because it forgets
the verification that the rational reconstructed parametrization satisfies the
equations. This verification could be done in Q[T]q(T ) but it would
involve a growth of the size of the integers in the intermediate computations.
So, in practice, we prefer to choose another prime number p${ p and we
perform this verification in Zp$Z. The study of the probability of success of
this method is out of the scope of this work (see [40, 41] for results related
to this question).
5. CHANGING A LIFTING FIBER
From any given lifting fiber one can change it to another one, more
precisely we can make any linear change of the free variables, or compute
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a lifting fiber for another lifting point or for another primitive element.
These three operations on lifting fibers are crucial for the algorithm since
it may appear that a given lifting fiber may not be generic enough for com-
puting the intersection of its corresponding variety by a given hypersurface.
In this section we assume we are given a lifting fiber with the same notations
as in Subsection 3.4.
5.1. Changing the Free Variables
Let V be a r-equidimensional variety given by a lifting fiber and f be a
given polynomial in k[x1 , ..., xn]. We are interested in having a Noether
position of V & V( f ).
Lemma 5. Let V be a r-equidimensional variety of degree $ such that the
variables x1 , ..., xn are in Noether position, and f a polynomial in k[x1 , ..., xn]
of total degree d such that V( f ) intersects V regularly. For almost all choices
of ( p1 , ..., pr&1) # kr&1 the change of variables x1= y1+ p1 yr , ..., xr&1=
yr&1+ pr&1yr , xr= yr , ..., xn= yn brings the new coordinates yi into a
Noether position with respect to V & V( f ).
Proof. Let I=I(V), x0 be a new variable, the exponent h is related to
the homogenized objects as in Subsection 3.1. The ideal Ih is in Noether
position, let F be an integral dependence relation for f h given by Proposi-
tion 2. Its total degree is bounded by $d and F( f h) belongs to Ih. Let
A # k[x0 , ..., xr] be the constant coefficient of F, it belongs to Ih+( f h).
Since f intersects V regularly, F can be chosen such that A{0. Let m be
the valuation of A with respect to x0 , we define B by Axm0 , B is in
(Ih+( f h)) : x0 , which is the homogenized ideal of I+( f ). Let B0 be the
constant coefficient of B with respect to x0 , it is homogeneous and not
zero, we can choose a point p=( p1 , ..., pr&1) in kr&1 such that B0( p1 , ...,
pr&1 , 1) is not zero. Then the change of variables x1= y1+ p1yr , ..., xr&1
= yr&1+ pr&1yr , xr= yr , ..., xn= yn , is such that the new variable yr is
integral over x0 , y1 , ..., yr&1 for V & V( f ). We deduce that the variables
x0 , y1 , ..., yn are in Noether position with respect to V & V( f ). K
The operations to perform such a change of variables are described in
Algorithm 4. Its complexity is in O(n0), the complexity of performing linear
algebra in dimension n, it is not significative in the whole algorithm.
5.2. Changing the Lifting Point
We are now interested in computing a lifting fiber F $ on another given
lifting point p$, assuming that the primitive element of F remains primitive
for F $.
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ALGORITHM 4
Change Free Variables
procedure ChangeFreeVariables(F, p)
* F is a Lifting Fiber of dimension r
* p is a point in kr&1
* The procedure performs the linear change of the free variables of
* F: y1  y1+p1 yr , ..., yr&1  yr&1+pr&1 yr .
r  Dimension(F );
N  Idn # SquareMatrix(n);
for i from 1 to r&1 do N[i, r]  pi ; od;
FChangeOfVariables  FChangeOfVariables b N;
N  SubMatrix(N, 1 ..r, 1 ..r);
FLiftingPoint  N&1FLiftingPoint ;
end;
We use the method of Subsection 4.5 to compute the geometric resolu-
tion of the lifted curve corresponding to the line ( pp$) in the form of
Eq. (16). The specialization of this parametrization for t=1 is the one of
F $. The method is summarized in Algorithm 5. Its complexity is the same
as in Lemma 3.
ALGORITHM 5
Change Lifting Point
procedure ChangeLiftingPoint(F, p$)
* F is a lifting fiber of dimension r,
* p$ # kr is a new lifting point, such that
* FPrimitiveElement remains primitive over p$.
* At the end F contains the lifting fiber for p$.
q, w  LiftCurve(F, p$);
q, w  subs(t=1, q, w);
v  [zq$ mod q : z # w];
FMinimalPolynomial  q;
FParametrization  v;
FLiftingPoint  p$;
end;
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5.3. Changing the Primitive Element
We show how we compute a lifting fiber F$ for another given primitive
element u$=*$r+1yr+1+ } } } +*$nyn . The method is summarized in Algorithm 6.
Let t be a new variable, we extend the base field k to the rational func-
tion field kt=k(t). Let u$t=u$+tu and It the extension of I in kt . We can
compute the characteristic polynomial U$t of u$t such that U$t(u$t) # It and
deduce the Kronecker parametrization of It with respect to ut in the same
way as in Subsection 3.3. The characteristic polynomial can be computed
by means of a resultant:
U$t(S)=ResultantT (q(T ), S&u$t(vr+1 , ..., vn)).
In order to get the new parametrization, we only need to know the first
order partial derivative with respect to t at the point t=0. So the resultant
can be computed modulo t2. If we use a resultant algorithm performing no
division on its base ring, this specialization over the non-integral ring
k[t](t2)[S] does not create any problem.
A problem comes from the fact that we are interested in using resultant
algorithms for integral rings since they have better complexity. In order to
explain how this can work under some genericity conditions, we come back
ALGORITHM 6
Change Primitive Element
procedure ChangePrimitiveElement(F, u$)
* F is a lifting fiber of dimension r,
* u$ is a lucky new primitive element.
* At the end F contains the lifting fiber for u$.
q  FMinimalPolynomial ;
v  FParametrization ;
u  FPrimitiveElement ;
* Let t be a new variable the computations are in k[t](t2).
u$t  u$+tu;
U$t  ResultantT (q, S&u$t(v));
Q  subs(t=0, U$t);
V  &Coefficient(U$t , t)Q$ mod Q;
V  [z(V) mod Q : z # v];
FMinimalPolynomial  Q;
FParametrization  V;
FPrimitiveElement  u$;
end;
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to the notations of Subsection 3.3. Then we take u$ generic: u4=4r+1xr+1
+ } } } +4nxn , the 4i being new variables, we can compute
U4(S)=ResultantT (q(T ), S&u4(vr+1 , ..., vn)),
in the integral ring k[4r+1 , ..., 4n][S]. Let 8 be the ring morphism of
specialization:
8: k[4r+1 , ..., 4n][S]  k[t](t2)[S],
4i [ *$i+t* i .
If u$ is chosen generic enough the specialization 8 commutes with the
resultant computation. The justification of this fact is based on the remark
that the specialization commutes when all the equality tests on elements of
k[t](t2) can be done on the coefficients of valuation 0 and give the same
answer as the corresponding test in k[4r+1 , ..., 4n]. The *$i for which this
condition does not apply satisfy in algebraic equations in k[4r+1 , ..., 4n].
A choice of u$ such that the specialization 8 commutes with a given
resultant algorithm is said to be lucky for this computation. One can find
in [31, Sect. 7.4] a systematic discussion about this question.
In order to estimate the complexity of this method, recall that M($) is
the complexity of the resultant of two univariate polynomials of degrees
at most $ in terms of arithmetic operations in the base ring and also the
complexity of the arithmetic operations on univariate polynomials of
degree $, as in Subsection 3.5.
Lemma 6. Let u$ be a lucky primitive element for Algorithm 6, then the
complexity of Algorithm 6 is in O(n$M($)).
Proof. In the resultant computation of U$t the variable S if free thus its
specialization commutes with the resultant. The degree of U$t in S is $. So
we can compute U$t for $+1 distinct values of S and interpolate in k the
polynomials q$ and v$. The cost of interpolation in degree $ is in M($) [10,
p. 25].
Then the computation of v$ requires to compute the powers v2, ..., v$&1
modulo q$, this involves a cost in O($M($)). Finally we perform n linear
combinations of these powers, which takes O(n$2) operations. K
6. COMPUTATION OF AN INTERSECTION
We show in this section how we compute a lifting fiber of the intersection
by a hypersurface of a r-equidimensional variety given a lifting fiber. We use
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Kronecker’s method: when performing an elimination, the parametrization of
the coordinates are given at the same time as the eliminating polynomial. The
computational trick consists in a slight change of variables called Liouville’s
substitution [58, p. 15] and the use of first order Taylor expansions.
Example 6. Suppose we want a geometric resolution of two equations
f1 and f2 , intersecting regularly, in k[x1 , x2]. Let 41 and 42 be new
variables and u4=41x1+42x2 . We can compute U4(T ), the eliminating
polynomial of u4 :
U4(T )=Resultantx1 \f1 \x1 , T&41x142 + , f2 \x1 ,
T&41x1
42 ++ .
The expression U4(u4) belongs to the ideal ( f1 , f2), and f1 , f2 have a
common root if and only if U4(u4) vanishes. Taking the first derivatives in
the 4i we deduce that
U4
T
x1+
U4
41
# ( f1 , f2),
and
U4
T
x2+
U4
42
# ( f1 , f2).
If U4 is square free, then the common zeros of f1 and f2 are parameterized
by
U4(T )=0, {
U4
T
(T ) x1=&
U4
41
(T ),
U4
T
(T ) x2=&
U4
42
(T ).
(17)
For almost all values *1 , *2 in k of 41 , 42 , the specialization of (17) gives
a geometric resolution of f1 , f2 . So, letting 4i=*i+t i , in order to get a
geometric resolution we only need to know U4 at precision O((t1 , t2)2)
Our aim is to generalize the method of this example for the intersection
of a lifted curve with an hypersurface.
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Let I be a 1-equidimensional radical ideal in k[ y, x1 , ..., xn] such that
the variables y, x1 , ..., xn are in Noether position and assume that we have
a geometric resolution in the form
q
T
( y, T ) x1 = w1( y, T ),
q( y, T )=0, { b (18)qT ( y, T ) xn = wn( y, T ).
The variable T represents the primitive element u. Let f be a given polyno-
mial in k[ y, x1 , ..., xn] intersecting I regularly, which means that I+( f )
is 0-dimensional. We want to compute a geometric resolution of I+( f ).
6.1. Characteristic Polynomials
In the situation above one can easily compute an eliminating polynomial
in the variable y, using any elimination process. First we invert q$ modulo
q and compute vi ( y, T )=wi ( y, T ) q$&1( y, T ) mod q( y, T ), for 1in.
The elimination process we use is given in the following:
Proposition 8. The characteristic polynomial of the endomorphism of
multiplication by f in B$=k( y)[x1 , ..., xn]I belongs to k[ y][T] and its
constant coefficient with respect to T is given by
A( y)=ResultantT (q, f ( y, v1 , ..., vn)),
up to its sign. Moreover the set of roots of A( y) is exactly the set of values
of the projection on the coordinate y of the set of roots of I+( f ).
Proof. We already know from Corollary 2 that A belongs to k[ y] and
has degree bounded by deg( f ) $, $=deg(V). Let ? be the finite projection
onto the coordinate y. Let y0 be a point of k and [Z1 , ..., Zs]=?&1( y0) of
respective multiplicity m1 , ..., ms , s$ and m1+ } } } +ms=$, where the
multiplicity of Zi is defined as mi=dimk(k[ y, x1 , ..., xn](I+( y& y0))Zi ).
First we prove that
A( y) # I+( f ), (19)
which implies that any root of I+( f ) cancels A, and then the formula
A( y0)= ‘
s
j=1
f (Zj)mj, (20)
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which implies that when y0 annihilates A at least one point in the fiber
annihilates f.
The ideal I being 1-equidimensional and the variables being in Noether
position, the finite k[ y]-module B=k[ y, x1 , ..., xn]I is free of rank $
(combine [53, Example 2, p. 187] and the proof of [39, Lemma 3.3.1] or
[7, Lemma 5]). Since any basis of B induces a basis for B$=k( y)B, the
characteristic polynomials of the endomorphism of multiplication by f in B
and B$ coincide, CayleyHamilton theorem applied in B implies (19).
For the formula (20), let B0=k [ y, x1 , ..., xn](I+( y& y0)), B0 is a
k -vector space of dimension $. Let e1 , ..., e$ be a basis of B, their specializa-
tion for y= y0 leads to a set of generators of B0 of size $ thus it is a basis
of B0 . We deduce that A( y0) is the constant coefficient of the characteristic
polynomial of the endomorphism of multiplication by f in B0 , whence
formula (20). K
From a computational point of view, the variable y belongs to k( y) and
if we take p # k such that the denominators of the vi do not vanish at p we
can perform the computation of the resultant in k[[ y& p]](( y& p)$d+1),
since A has degree at most $d. This method works well if we use a resultant
algorithm performing no test and no division. So we are in the same situa-
tion as in Subsection 5.3, we want to use an algorithm with tests and
divisions in order to get a better complexity, and this is possible if p is
generic enough. The values of p for which this computation gives the good
result are said to be lucky. Unlucky p are contained in a strict algebraic
closed subset of k. In Algorithm 7 we suppose that the last coordinate of
the lifting point is lucky.
As in Subsection 3.5, M denotes respectively the complexity of univariate
polynomial arithmetic and the resultant computation.
Lemma 7. Let L be the complexity of evaluation of f, d the total degree
of f and $ the degree of q, then A( y) can be computed in O((L+n2) M($)
M(d$)) arithmetic operations in k.
Proof. Let p # k be generic enough, we perform the computation with
y in k[[ y& p]] at precision O(( y& p)d$+1). First we have to compute
each vi from the wi , this is done by performing an extended GCD between
q and qT . The cost of the extended GCD is the same as M. Then we
evaluate f modulo q, and perform the resultant computation, whence the
complexity. K
6.2. Liouville’s Substitution
We are now facing two questions: first the variable y is probably not a
primitive element of - I+( f ), so we are looking for an eliminating polyno-
mial of *y+u and secondly we want the parametrization of the coordinates
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with respect to the linear form *y+u, for the same cost. Liouville’s substitu-
tion answers both problems, for almost all * # k.
Let Y be a new variable, the substitution consists in replacing y by
(Y&T )* in both the parametrization and the polynomials of the ideal I.
So we need some more notations: let qY (Y, T )=q((Y&T )*, T ),
pY (Y, T )= qT ((Y&T )*, T ), wY, i (Y, T )=wi ((Y&T )*, T ), 1in and
IY=(e((Y&T )*, T ), e # I). In order to apply Proposition 8, we must
ensure that the parametrization of IY we get is still valid. Indeed, this is
true for almost all * # k.
Definition 6. A point * is said to be a Liouville point with respect to
the above geometric resolution of I when it is not zero, and when qY is
monic in T, of the same degree as q in T, square-free and relatively prime
with pY .
Lemma 8. With the above notations, if * is a Liouville point then the
variables Y, x1 , ..., xn are in Noether position with respect to IY and
pY (Y, T ) x1 = wY, 1(Y, T ),
qY (Y, T )=0, { b (21)pY (Y, T ) xn = wY, n(Y, T ),
is a geometric resolution of IY for the primitive element u.
Proof. First we prove that Y is free in IY . Let h # k[Y] such that
h(Y) # IY . This implies that q( y, T ) divides h(*y+T ) and so qY divides
h(Y). Since qY is monic in T this implies that h=0.
Now we prove that the xi are dependent over Y. Let J=IY+(T&u)/
k[Y, x1 , ..., xn , T] and h a bivariate polynomial such that h( y, xi) # I is
monic in xi , of total degree bounded by degxi (h). We have h((Y&T )*, xi) # J,
and since qY (Y, T ) # J has a total degree bounded by $, there exists a poly-
nomial H such that H(Y, xi) # J, monic in xi , of total degree bounded by
its partial degree in xi . We deduce that Y, x1 , ..., xn are in Noether position
with respect to IY .
The conditions that qY is square-free and relatively prime with pY imply
that u remains a primitive element and that we can invert pY modulo qY .
The parametrization of (21) is a geometric resolution of IY . K
Lemma 9. Almost all elements * # k are Liouville points.
Proof. We write the proof replacing * by 1* and then Y by *Y, thus
qY becomes q(Y&*T, T ). The discriminant of qY and the resultant of qY
with pY are now polynomials in * and Y and do not vanish for *=0. Hence
almost all choices of * satisfy the last two conditions of Definition 6. For
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the first one, let us consider h( y, T ), the homogeneous part of q of maximal
degree $, then the coefficient of T $ in qY is h(&*, 1), which does not vanish
when *=0. K
Lemma 10. Let * # k"[0] and p be a polynomial in k[ y, T] of total
degree bounded by $ and stored in a two dimensional array of size O($2).
The polynomial pY (Y, T )= p((Y&T )*, T ) # k[Y, T], can be computed in
O($M($)) arithmetic operations in k.
Proof. We can write p= p0+ p1+ } } } + p$ , where each pi is homo-
geneous of degree i. So we can suppose that p is homogeneous of degree
i. To compute pY (Y, T )= p((Y&T )*, T ) we first note that since pY is
homogeneous of degree i we just compute pY (Y, 1)= p((Y&1)*, 1). But
p( y, 1) is a polynomial in k[ y] in which we have to perform a linear trans-
formation. We refer to [10, pp. 1516]: the cost of the linear substitution
is M(i). Thus the sum of complexities for each i is in O($i=0 M(i))/
O($M($)). K
6.3. Computing the Parametrization
Combining the two previous sections, we are now able to describe the
core of our intersection method, which is summarized in Algorithm 7.
ALGORITHM 7
Kronecker Intersection Algorithm
procedure KroneckerIntersect(C, *, f )
* C is a geometric resolution of I, 1-equidimensional,
* with a first order generic parametrization.
* * is a Liouville point for C.
* f is a polynomial.
* The procedure returns the constant coefficient
* of the characteristic polynomial of the endomorphism
* of multiplication by f in k[ y, x1 , ..., xn ]I.
q  CMinimalPolynomial ;
w  CParametrization ;
qY  q((Y&T )*, T );
pY 
q
T ((Y&T )*, T );
wY  w((Y&T )*, T );
vY  wY p&1Y mod qY ;
A  ResultantT (qY , f ((Y&T)*, vY ));
return(A);
end;
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Proposition 8 and Lemma 8 lead to:
Proposition 9. If * is a Liouville point for the given geometric resolu-
tion of I, then the polynomial A returned by Algorithm 7 applied on IY and
fY satisfies
A(*y+u) # I
and its set of roots is exactly the set of values of the linear form *y+u on
the points of I+( f ).
Proof. From Proposition 8 we have A(Y) # IY+( fY) and over each
root of A lies a zero of IY+( fY). Replacing Y by *y+u leads to A(*y+u)
# I and a zero (zY , z1 , ..., zn) of IY lying over zY , a root of A, induces a
zero of I, namely ((zY&u(z1 , ..., zn))*, z1 , ..., zn). K
This is not sufficient to describe the points of I+( f ): the parametriza-
tion of the coordinates are still missing. Let ty , t1 , ..., tn be new variables
and kt=k(ty , t1 , ..., tn), let It be the extension of I in kt and ut=u+
t1 x1+ } } } +tn xn , we assume that we have the geometric resolution of It
with respect to ut :
x1 = vt, 1( y, T ),
qt( y, T )=0, { b (22)xn = vt, n( y, T ).
If * is a Liouville point for I then *+ty is a Liouville point for It . So we
can apply Algorithm 7 in this situation, we get a polynomial At # kt[T]
such that At((*+ty) y+u) # It and we can write
At=A+tyAy+t1A1+ } } } +tnAn+O((ty , t1 , ..., tn)2),
where A, Ay , and the Ai are polynomials over k. We deduce that
A(*y+u), A$(*y+u) y+Ay(*y+u), A$(*y+u) xi+Ai (*y+u),
1in, belong to I. The computation has to be handled only at precision
O((ty , t1 , ..., tn)2), so we are faced with the same problem as in Subsection
5.3: if we use a resultant algorithm without division there is no difficulty,
but if we want to benefit from the better complexity of an algorithm for an
integral ring we have to make some genericity restriction on the choices of
u and *. We will also speak about lucky choices for Algorithm 7. We call
the parametrization (22) at precision O((ty , t1 , ..., tn)2) the first order generic
parametrization associated to parametrization (18).
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Lemma 11. With lucky u and *, Algorithm 7 has complexity in
O(n(L+n2) M($) M(d$)),
in terms of number of arithmetic operations in k.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Lemma 7 replacing k by
k[ty , t1 , ..., tn](ty , t1 , ..., tn)2. The n Liouville’s substitutions are insignificant.
K
In Subsection 6.5 we explain how to deduce a geometric resolution from
A, Ay , and the Ai .
6.4. Lifting a First Order Genericity
Now, we have to explain how to compute the first order generic
parametrization (22) from (18), that we use in the previous section.
The ideal I is given by the geometric resolution of Eqs. (18). Let
Bt=ktB, in Bt we have x i=vi ( y, u) so ut=u+t1v1( y, u)+ } } } +
tn vn( y, u). But at the first order in the t i we have ut=u+t1v1( y, ut)
+ } } } +tn vn( y, ut)+O((ty , t1 , ..., tn)2), we deduce that u=ut(t1 v1( y, ut)
+ } } } +tn vn( y, ut))+O((ty , t1 , ..., tn)2). We can replace u in the parametri-
zation:
qt( y, T )=q( y, T )&\qT ( y, T )(t1v1( y, T )+ } } } +tnvn( y, T )) mod q( y, T )+
=q( y, T )&(t1w1( y, T )+ } } } +tnwn( y, T ))+O((ty , t1 , ..., tn)2)
vt, i( y, T )=vi ( y, T )&
vi
T
( y, T )(t1v1( y, T )+ } } } +tnvn( y, T ))
mod qt( y, T )+O((ty , t1 , ..., tn)2), 1in.
Computations are summarized in Algorithm 8. As in the previous subsec-
tion we perform the computations in
ky, t=k[ y, ty , t1 , ..., tn](( y& p)d$+1+(ty , t1 , ..., tn)2),
with a lucky choice of p in order to inverse qT modulo q with an extended
GCD algorithm of complexity M($). In this situation we have the following
complexity estimate:
Lemma 12. Algorithm 8 has complexity in O(n2M($) M(d$)), in terms of
number of arithmetic operations in k.
Proof. The arithmetic operations in ky=k[ y]( y& p)d$+1 have cost in
O(M(d$)) in terms of arithmetic operations in k. The computation of v
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ALGORITHM 8
Lift First Order Genericity
procedure LiftFirstOrderGenericity(C )
* C is a geometric resolution of I, one equidimensional.
* The procedure returns a geometric resolution C $ of It
* for the primitive element ut=u+t1x1+ } } } tnxn ,
* at precision O((t1 , ..., tn)2).
C $  C ;
q  CMinimalPolynomial ;
w  CParametrization ;
qt  q&(t1w1+ } } } +tnwn);
v  ( qT)
&1 w mod q ;
vt  v&
v
T (t1v1+ } } } +tnvn ) mod qt ;
C $MinimalPolynomial  qt ;
C $Parametrization  vt ;
C $PrimitiveElement  CPrimitiveElement+t1x1+ } } } +tn xn ;
return(C $ );
end;
requires O(nM($)) in ky . Then the computation of vt requires O(n) opera-
tions in kt, y(qt), this is in O(n2M(d$) M($)). K
6.5. Removing the Multiplicities
The output of Algorithm 7 is not yet a parametrization of the roots of
I+( f ): it may happen that A0 has multiplicities. We give a simple method
to remove them and thus get a geometric resolution of - I+( f ).
Assume now that I is 0-dimensional, that we have a primitive element
u=*1x1+ } } } +*nxn of V=V(I) and that at precision O((t1 , ..., tn)2) we
have an eliminating polynomial At of ut=u+t1 x1+ } } } +tn xn , coming
from Algorithm 7, such that
At(ut) # It+O((t1 , ..., tn)2),
and the roots of At are the values of ut over the points of V. Let Z1 , ..., Z$
be the points of V, then for some integers mi>0 we have
At(T )= ‘
$
j=1
(T&ut(Zj))mj+O((t1 , ..., tn)2).
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Now if we write At=A0+t1A1+ } } } +tn An+O((t1 , ..., tn)2), with Ai poly-
nomials in k[T] we have
A0(T )= ‘
$
j=1
(T&u(Z j))mj,
Ai (T )= & :
$
i=1 \xi (Zj) mi (T&u(Zi))
mi&1 ‘
$
j=1, j{i
(T&u(Zj))mj+ , 1in.
We deduce the following proposition:
Proposition 10. With the above notations, let M=gcd(A0 , A$0). Then
M divides A0 , A$0 , and the Ai . Let q=A0 M, p=A$0M, and wi=&Ai M,
1in. Then
p(u) x1 = w1(u),
q(u)=0, { b (23)p(u) xn = wn(u),
is a geometric resolution of V.
This process is summarized in Algorithm 9.
ALGORITHM 9
Remove Multiplicity
procedure RemoveMultiplicity (At )
* At is an annihilating polynomial of a primitive
* element ut modulo I, coming from Algorithm 7.
* The procedure returns q, v, a parametrization
* of V(I) for the primitive element u.
* We write At=A0+t1 A1+ } } } +tnAn+O((t1 , ..., tn )2).
M  gcd(A0 , A$0 );
q  A0 M ;
p  A$0 M ;
w  [&A1 M , ..., &Am M ];
v  wp mod q ;
return(q, v);
end;
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Lemma 13. Let $ be the degree of At in T then the complexity of
Algorithm 9 is in
O(nM($)),
in terms of arithmetic operations in k.
Note that this method to remove the multiplicity does not work for any
kind of parametrization. For example, consider I=(x21 , x
2
2), x1 is a
primitive element and we have x41 # I and 4x
3
1x2&x
2
1 # I, but x
3
1 does not
divide x21 .
6.6. Removing the Extraneous Components
Let V be a 0-dimensional variety given by a geometric resolution:
x1 = v1(u),
q(u)=0, { b (24)xn = vn(u).
Let g be a given polynomial in k[x1 , ..., xn], we are interested in comput-
ing a geometric resolution of V"V(g). The computations are presented in
Algorithm 10.
ALGORITHM 10
Cleaning Algorithm
procedure Clean(F, g)
* F is a geometric resolution of dimension 0.
* g is a polynomial.
* At the end F contains a geometric resolution for the variety
* composed of points outside g=0.
q  FMinimalPolynomial ;
v  FParametrization ;
e  Gcd(q, g(v));
q  qe;
FMinimalPolynomial  q ;
FParametrization  v mod q ;
end;
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Proposition 11. The parametrization
x1 = V1(u),
Q(u)=0, { b (25)xn = Vn(u),
returned by Algorithm 10 is a geometric resolution of V"V(g).
Lemma 14. Let L be the complexity of evaluation of g, Algorithm 10 has
a complexity in
O((L+n2) M($)),
in terms of arithmetic operations in k.
In order to apply this method in the situation of a lifting fiber we must
ensure that the choice of the lifting point is not too bad.
Example 7. In k[x1 , x2], V=V(x2) and g=x1 , the choice of x1=0
as a lifting point is not a proper choice to compute V"V(g).
We now show that almost all choices are correct. Let V be a r-equi-
dimensional variety given by a lifting fiber, it is sufficient to take the lifting
point p of the fiber outside ?(V"V(g) & V(g)), since then
V"V(g) & (x1& p1 , ..., xr& pr)=V & (x1& p1 , ..., xr& pr)"V(g).
Definition 7. A lifting point is said to be a cleaning point with respect
to the polynomial g when p  ?(V"V(g) & V(g)).
Lemma 15. The lifting points that are not cleaning points are enclosed in
an algebraic closed set.
Proof. The hypersurface g=0 intersects regularly V"V(g). This inter-
section has dimension r&1, the closure of its projection is a strict algebraic
subset of kr. K
6.7. Summary of the Intersection
We are now able to put Subsections 6.36.6 together in order to compute
a geometric resolution of - I+( f ). The whole process of intersection is
summarized in Algorithm 11.
Lemma 16. Let C be a geometric resolution of a 1-equidimensional
ideal I, u its primitive element, and * # k a Liouville point for C such that
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ALGORITHM 11
One Dimensional Intersect
procedure OneDimensionalIntersect(C, f, *, g)
* C is a geometric resolution of I, 1-equidimensional
* f is a polynomial intersecting C regularly,
* * is a Liouville point of C. Let u be the
* primitive element of C, *y+u is a primitive
* element of - J+( f ),
* g is a polynomial.
* The procedure returns F, a geometric resolution of
* V(I+( f ))"V( g).
Ct  LiftFirstOrderGenericity(C );
At  KroneckerIntersect(Ct , f, *);
q, v  RemoveMultiplicity(At );
FChangeOfVariables  CChangeOfVariables ;
FPrimitiveElement  *y+CPrimitiveElement ;
FMinimalPolynomial  q ;
FParametrization  v;
FEquations  CEquations , f ;
Clean(F, g);
return(F );
end;
v=*y+u is a primitive element of - I+( f ). If u, * and pr are lucky for
Algorithm 11, then it returns a geometric resolution of - I+( f ). Its
complexity is in
O(n(L+n2) M($) M(d$)),
in terms of arithmetic operations in k.
7. THE RESOLUTION ALGORITHM
In this section we present the whole resolution algorithm. Let f1 , ..., fn #
k[x1 , ..., xn] be a reduced regular sequence of polynomials outside the
hypersurface defined by the polynomial g. That is, if we write Vi=V( f1 , ..., fi)"
V(g) we have the following situation: for 1in, Vi is (n&i)-equidimen-
sional and for 1in&1, the quotient (k[x1 , ..., xn]( f1 , ..., f i))g
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localized at g is reduced, by the Jacobian criterion this means that the
Jacobian matrix of f1 , ..., f i has full rank at each generic point of Vi .
The algorithm is incremental in the number of equations: we solve
V1 , ..., Vn in sequence. We encode each resolution by a lifting fiber. So we
need to choose at step i a Noether position for Vi , a lifting point and
a primitive element. These choices can be done at random with a low
probability of failure, since bad choices are enclosed in strict algebraic
subsets.
First we explain the incremental step of the algorithm, then we sum-
marize all the conditions of genericity required by the geometry and the
luckiness needed when using an algorithm designed for an integral ring in
a non integral one. In Subsection 7.3 we discuss the special case when
k is Q.
7.1. Incremental Step
Let Fi be a lifting fiber of Vi , in this section we present our method to
compute Fi+1 from Fi , if Fi is generic enough. If this is not the case, we use
the techniques of Section 5 to change the fiber.
We assume that we are given a lifting fiber F for an r-equidimensional
variety V, a polynomial f intersecting V regularly and a polynomial g. Let
I=I(V). We want to compute a lifting fiber for the (r&1)-equidimen-
sional variety V & V( f )"V(g). For the sake of simplicity we assume that
the variables x1 , ..., xn are in Noether position for V, let p=( p1 , ..., pr) be
a lifting point of V, u a primitive element, q its minimal polynomial on the
p-fiber, xr+1=vr+1(T ), ..., xn=vn(T ) the parametrization of the dependent
variables and f1 , ..., fn&r the lifting equations.
In order to apply Algorithm 11 we need to show that the lifted curve
intersects regularly the hypersurface V( f ). Let C be the lifted curve of F
in the direction of xr . Namely, let D be the line containing p with direction
xr , ID=I+(x1& p1 , ..., xr&1& pr&1) can be seen as a 1-equidimensional
ideal of k[xr , ..., xn]. Thanks to the techniques of Subsection 4.5 we can
compute a geometric resolution C of ID from F.
If the variables x1 , ..., xn are in Noether position for V & V( f ) then
there exists a polynomial A # k[x1 , ..., xr] monic in xr such that
A # I+( f ). This implies that A( p1 , ..., pr&1 , xr) # ID+( f ( p1 , ..., pr&1 ,
xr , ..., xn)). Hence f ( p1 , ..., pr&1 , xr , ..., xn) intersects regularly the lifted
curve, Algorithm 11 applies.
Algorithm 11 applied on C, f ( p1 , ..., pr&1 , xr , ..., xn), * # k and g( p1 , ...,
pr&1 , xr , ..., xn) returns a lifting fiber of (V & V( f ))"V(g) for the lifting
point ( p1 , ..., pr&1) and primitive element *xr+u, if the following
conditions hold:
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v the Noether position of F is also a Noether position of V & V( f );
v ( p1 , ..., pr&1) is a lifting point for V & V( f );
v * is a Liouville point for C;
v *yr+u is a primitive element of V & V( f );
v ( p1 , ..., pr&1) is a cleaning point for V & V( f )"V(g);
v pr is lucky for Algorithms 8 and 7;
v u and *r are lucky for Algorithm 7.
We have seen that each of the above conditions is generic. If one of them
were failing the techniques of Section 5 would recover a good situation.
Example 8. Here is an example where we need to change the primitive
element: in k[t, x1 , x2], let V be given by the union of two lines D1 and
D2 parametrized as follows: (x1=1, x2=t) and (x1=&1, x2=&t). The
variables t, x1 , x2 are in Noether position, t=0 is a lifting point and x2 a
primitive element for t=0. Intersecting V by the equation x2=0 the two
points solution are (t=0, x1=1, x2=0) and (t=0, x1=&1, x2=0). For
any value of * # k the linear form *t+x2 does not separate these two
points.
7.2. Parameters of the Algorithm
We call the choices on which the algorithm depends its parameters.
These are functions determining the choices of the Noether positions, lifting
points and primitive elements of the fibers F1 , ..., Fn . In order to make the
algorithm compute a correct result, they have to satisfy a few requirements.
We have discussed them part by part, we now summarize them.
At step i of the algorithm we have a lifting fiber Fi of Vi , we want to
compute a lifting fiber for Vi+1 . For this we need to choose:
v a Noether position of Vi+1 , it is determined by a point N
i+1 in
kn&i&1 called the (i+1)st Noether point;
v a lifting point Li+1 for Vi+1 ;
v a primitive element u=*n&iyn&i+ } } } +*nyn for the correspond-
ing fiber, the point Ci+1=(*n&i , ..., *n) is called the (i+1)st Cayley point.
These three functions N, L, C constitute the parameters of the algo-
rithm. As seen in the previous subsection, the computations require some
more restricting conditions. We distinguish three kinds of restrictions: the
first ones are concerned with the geometry of the system, the second ones
are also related to the geometry but are specific to the algorithm and the
third ones are related with the luckiness of some specializations using algo-
rithms designed for integral rings in case of non integral ones. Namely, let
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ALGORITHM 12
Geometric Solve
procedure GeometricSolve(f, g)
* f is a reduced regular system of n equations in n variables
* g is a polynomial
* The procedure returns a geometric resolution of the roots of
* f=0, g{0
F  Initialization
for i from 1 to n do
ChangeFreeVariables (F, Ni );
ChangeLiftingPoint(F, Li );
ChangePrimitiveElement(F, Ci );
C  subs(t= yr ,LiftCurve(F, L i+(0, ..., 0, 1)));
* Consider C as the geometric resolution of the
* corresponding lifted curve to perform
F  OneDimensionalIntersect(C, fi , Ci, g);
od;
return;
end;
r=n&i, we gather all the conditions necessary for the execution and
correctness of the whole algorithm:
v The pure geometric restrictions of the algorithm are:
 Assume that x1 , ..., xn are in Noether position for Vi , the change of
variables x1= y1+N i+11 yr , ..., xr&1= yr&1+N
i+1
r&1yr , xr= yr , ..., xn= yn
brings the new coordinates yi into Noether position for Vi & V( fi+1);
 The lifting point Li+1=( p1 , ..., pr) is chosen in kr instead of
kr&1 the r&1 first coordinates are a lifting point of Vi & V( fi+1) and a
cleaning point with respect to g;
 The Cayley point Ci+1=(*r , ..., *n) is such that the linear form
*ryr+ } } } +*nyn is primitive for Vi & V( f i+1) for the lifting point Li+1.
v The geometric restrictions specific to the algorithm are:
 Li+1 is a lifting point of Vi for the new coordinates y;
 u=*r+1 yr+1+ } } } +*nyn is a primitive element of Vi for the
lifting point Li+1, and *r is a Liouville point for the lifted curve
Vi & ( y1& p1 , ..., yr&1& pr&1).
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v The luckiness restrictions are:
 u is lucky for Algorithms 6 and 7;
 pr is lucky for Algorithm 7 and 8;
 *r is lucky for Algorithm 7.
We have seen along the previous sections that all these restrictions are
contained in a Zariski open subset of the space they are lying in. This
means that any random choice of these parameters leads to a correct com-
putation with a high probability of success.
The complete algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 12. Let
$=max(deg(V1), ..., deg(Vn&1)),
d be the maximum of the degrees of the fi , L the complexity of evaluating
f1 , ..., fn&r+1 and g; M as before. Combining Lemmas 3, 6, and 16 we get
Theorem 1.
The Initialization step of Algorithm 12 consists in initializing F as a lift-
ing fiber of the whole space. This particular case must be handled by each
subfunctions of the algorithm, for the sake of clarity we do not give more
details about this.
7.3. Special Case of the Integers
The complexity of our algorithm is measured in terms of number of
arithmetic operations in k. When k=Q this model does not reflect the real
behavior of the method. We now give a method which is efficient in prac-
tice, leading to a good running time complexity.
Assume that the input polynomial system f1 , ..., fn is reduced over each
point of Vn . Choose now at random a prime number p large enough so
that the geometric resolution computed in ZpZ by Algorithm 12 is the
modular trace of the one computed over Q. It is clear that such prime
numbers exist. Now we can apply Algorithm 3 to recover the geometric
resolution over Q.
In a future work, we plan to prove that p can be chosen small enough.
8. PRACTICAL RESULTS
We have implemented our algorithm within the Magma computer algebra
system. The package has been called Kronecker [55] and is available
with its documentation at http:www.gage.polytechnique.fr
tlecerfsoftwarekronecker.
Before presenting some data reporting performances of our method com-
pared to some other ones, we discuss the relevance of such comparisons.
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8.1. Relevance of the Comparisons
In computer algebra the best softwares for polynomial solving are based
on rewriting techniques. These methods are all deterministic algorithms, so
we have to keep in mind that we compare these deterministic algorithms to
our probabilistic one. There is a special case when the final number of solu-
tions of the system is equal to the Be zout number of the system, namely
deg ( f1) } } } deg ( fn), then we get a deterministic result and the comparison
is fair.
We can compare our implementation to Gro bner bases computations
and algorithms of change of bases. To compute a Gro bner basis we have
several possible choices concerning the elimination order and the algorithm
of change of bases. We focus our attention to grevlex orders (graded
reverse lexicographical order) and plex (pure lexicographical order). It is
important to notice that our result is stronger than a grevlex basis but
weaker than a plex one. One interesting comparison is with a RUR
(Rational Univariate Representation) computation [66]: the RUR given in
output corresponds exactly to a Kronecker parametrization of the solu-
tions. The software we have retained for these comparisons is Magma,
Gb [26, 27] and RealSolving [66]. To the best of our knowledge they are
the best among the most commonly available software for polynomial
system solving.
8.2. Systems of Polynomials of Degree 2
We begin with systems composed of n equations in n variables of degree
d=2 for different heights h, representing the maximum number of decimal
digits of the coefficients of the equations. The number of solutions of the
systems is the Be zout number D=2n.
Table I was realized with a Compaq Alpha EV6, 500 Mhz, 128 Mb of
MEDICIS [2]. The column Gb+Realsolving means that the computa-
TABLE I
n h Kronecker GB grevlex + Real Solving Magma grevlex Magma lex
4 4 5.4s 0.5s + 0.5s 0.3s 1.1s
4 8 6s 1s + 1.3s 0.4s 2.2s
4 16 7.5s 2.5s + 3.7s 0.8s 6s
4 32 11.7s 7s + 9.3s 1.8s 20s
5 4 29.5s 5s + 18s 2s 44s
5 8 42.2s 17s + 57s 5s 155s
5 16 78s 65s + 180s 15s 563s
5 32 196s 244s + 592s 46s 2064s
6 4 186s 209s + >128Mb 58s 3855s
6 8 335s 773s + >128Mb 175s 14112s
6 16 875s 2999s + >128Mb 552s 54703s
6 32 2312s 5652s + >128Mb 1750s
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tions have been done using successively Gb for computing a Gro bner basis
for grevlex ordering and Real Solving for computing the RUR from the
basis. We have used the interface available within the Mupad computer
algebra system [25, 80]. Each entry of the column contains the respective
times for each part of the computation. The columns Magma grevlex and
lex correspond respectively to Gro bner bases computations for grevlex and
lex ordering. Note that Magma uses the Gro bner Walk algorithms in the
lex case.
The notation >128Mb means that the computation cannot be performed
within 128Mb.
This first comparison reveals that our method is faster than Gb+
Realsolving, but more striking is that we are able to compute the same out-
put as Gb+Realsolving even faster than the computation of the grevlex
Gro bner basis. Moreover, in this case our result is deterministic since
the number of solutions found is equal to the Be zout number of the
system.
8.3. Camera Calibration (Kruppa)
The original problem comes from [52] and has been introduced in com-
puter vision in [60]. It is composed of 5 equations in 5 variables. Each
equation is a difference of two products of two linear forms. The parameter
h is the size of the integers of the input system. The systems have 32 solu-
tions. The comparisons are as above, on the same machine.
GB Magma Magma
h Kronecker grevlex + Realsolving grevlex lex
25 43s 18s + 36s 5s 118s
60 228s 195s + 716s 56s 2482s
8.4. Products of Linear Forms
The last example we give is not completely generic. We take 7 equations
in 7 variables with integers coefficients of size 18, each equation is a
product of two linear forms minus a constant coefficient. The system has
128 solutions, the integers of the output have approximately 8064 decimal
digits. The computations have been done using a DEC Alpha EV56,
400 Mhz, 1024 Mb of MEDICIS.
Kronecker Gb grevlex Magma grevlex
5h  13.6h
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It illustrates the good properties of the practical complexity of our
approach.
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